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Associated with a smooth closed convex curve V, a point P on %, and a natural number 
n 2 3, is a billiard graph whose vertices are permutations on the set {1,2, . . . , n}. The graph is 
constructed and applied to billiard properties of %. Recursion properties of the graph as n 
increases are described with the aid of an appropriate generating function. 
Let c& be a smooth closed convex curve in the plane. A billiard path in ‘& is a 
polygonal curve whose vertices Pi lie on % and for which the angle bisector of 
the two segments joining at Pj coincides with the normal to % at Pi. That is, an 
idealized billiard ball bouncing in % would trace a billiard path. 
With P1 E (& arbitrary but fixed, each positive integer n and each angle 8 E (0, T) 
determines a billiard path S(8) = (Pr, P2, . . . ,,I’,,) with n - 1 segments as shown in 
Fig. 1. 
If 8 corresponds to a billiard path of n distinct points, we shall associate with 
S(8) a permutation 9(8) on {1,2,. . . , n) as follows: read off the indices of the 
vertices of S(0) as they are encountered along c& in counterclockwise order, 
beginning with P1. For example, the path with six vertices shown in Fig. 1 
corresponds to the permutation (1,6,2,5,3,4). Notice that 1 is the first entry in 
any 9(e). 
If A c (0, V) denotes the set of 8 for which P1, . . . , P,, are distinct, then g(e) is 
well-defined for 8 E A. The smoothness of ‘& guarantees that 
9&) = (1,2,. . . , n) and @“(v-~)=(l,n,...,2) 
for all sufficiently small e >O. In particular A # 8. The smoothness of c& also shows 
A is open. A need not be dense however: for example, if % were to contain a 
circular arc centered at P1, then (0, q) \A would contain an open interval (in the 
case n>2). 
The billiard path illustrated in Fig. 1 contains what is called, for an obvious 
reason, a Z bounce: P#,P,P,. The presence of Z bounces is of interest since it 
was shown by Sine and KreXnoviE [4] that curves of constant width are charac- 
terized by not allowing Z bounces. The presence of a Z bounce in the permuta- 
tion 9(e) can be detected as follows: for some k > 1, a cyclic reordering of either 
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Fig. 1. 
(k, k+2, k+3, k+l) or (k, k+l, k+3, k+2) occurs in 9(e), 
n - 4 indices are ignored. 
if the remaining 
As 8 increases from 0’ to v-, a sequence of permutations is generated. For 
example, the second permutation is necessarily (1, n, 2, . . . , n - 1). Indeed, a new 
permutation arises from the previous case by a switch of two indices, subject to 
these rules: 
(1) the indices switched occupy adjacent slots (the first and last entry of the 
permutation are also considered adjacent); 
(2) indices of the form i and i + 1 never switch. 
The second rule stems from the fact that Pj and Pj+r can never coincide on %. 
Permutations resulting from each other according to these two rules will be said to 
be joined by a billiard switch. Multiple switches can occur simultaneously, but we 
will primarily examine the case where switches occur one at a time. In this case 
the permutations can be graphed in a natural partial order, as shown in Fig. 2 for 
the cases n = 3,4,5. It should be observed that: 
(a) Each permutation begins with 1. 
(b) The graph begins with &O’) = (1,2, . . . , n) and ends with 
(1, n, n-l,. . . ,2). 
(c) Two permutations are joined by an edge if they can be joined by 
switch. 
9(c) = 
a billiard 
(d) A permutation falls in the rth row if it can be obtained from the initial 
permutation (1,2, . . . , n) by r billiard switches each of which moves a larger 
number right (moving the last number over 1 is considered to be such a move). 
We start the row count with r = 0. 
As 8 increases from 0’ to 7rr- a path is traced in the permutation graph. The 
example shown in Fig. 3 shows movement through the graph need not be 
monotone downward as 8 increases. Also rows will be skipped when multiple 
billiard switches occur simultaneously. 
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Before examining the permutation graph in detail, the following billiard facts 
are observed: 
(a) As 8 increases from 0, the first coincidence is the single coincidence PI = P,. 
The only billiard switch possible is 1 with n since k and k + 1 cannot be 
switched. 
(b) For any k, 2 c k s n, there is some 8 so that the ball returns to PI on the kth 
bounce if shot at angle 8. Furthermore such 8 can be chosen so as to be monotone 
decreasing with respect to k. 
Fig. 3. 8, c 6,, @(OJ = (L&4,3), @(&) = (1,2,3,4). 
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Fig. 4. 
This follows from (a). The resulting path need not be periodic as easy examples 
show. See Fig. 4 where P3 = P1. 
(c) Curves of constant width have the coincidence PI = P3 precisely once: when 
P2 is the double normal point with respect to PI. 
Suppose we have the path P1P2P3 where PI = P3. Then both of the segments 
PIP2 and P,P, are normal to the curve at P2. If P4 # P2, then the curve fails to 
have the double normal property at P2. 
(d) As 0 increases from O+ to 7~~ the curve % is traced k times by Pk+l, 
lsksn-1. 
This is argued inductively on k, given that we start with (1,2, . . . , n), finish with 
(1, n, n- 1,. . . ,2), and k cannot switch with k + 1. 
Some billiard questions raised include: 
(1) Are there curves % and points PI on % such that all possible permutations 
are produced as 8 increases from 0’ to 7r -? Are there such curves that generate 
all permutations regardless of how PI is chosen? 
(2) Are there curves of constant width which produce all possible non-Z 
bounces? 
(3) What characterizes curves % for which the movement through the permuta- 
tion graph would be monotone as 8 increases from 0’ to T-? 
In what follows we study the structure of the billiard permutation graph itself. 
Loading permutations iu the billiard penuutath graph 
We now show how to determine in which row of the graph a given permutation 
will be found. We start our count with (1,2, . . . , n) in row zero. If a = 
(1,. . J, n, . . .) is a given permutation on (1,2, . . . , n), o will be in the rth row of 
the graph provided r billiard switches are required to produce u from 
(I, 2,. . . , n). Thus to determine r we count the number of reverse billiard 
switches to produce (1,2, . . . , n) from a, where the rules for a reverse switch are: 
(a) only two adjacent numbers are switched at one time, 
(b) the larger number moves left or over 1, i.e. clockwise, and 
(c) i and i + 1 never switch for any i. 
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View u on a closed curve (Fig. 5(a)) and define a(i, i - 1) to be the number of 
indices smaller than i-- 1 found between i and i - 1, starting at i and reading 
clockwise. Note that’ 0 c afi, i - 1) pi - 2; in particular a(2,l) = 0. 
Tborem 1. 7’he permutation o lies in the rth row of the permutation graph where 
r = i (n-i+l)a(i,i--1). 
j=3 
Proof. Performing a(n, n - 1) reverse billiard switches involving n will move n to 
the immediate counterclockwise side of n - 1 (Fig. 5(b).) Next moving both n and 
n - 1 clockwise over the a(n - 1, n - 2) indices smaller than n - 2 found between 
n - 1 and n - 2 will, after 2a(n - 1, n - 2) reverse moves, place n - 2, n - 1 and n 
in proper adjacent order (Fig. 5(c)). 
Note that the count of u(i, i-- 1) is not affected by the process of the moves 
described which involve i + 1, i + 2, . . . , n since the relative positions of the 
indices 1 through i are not affected by moving the larger indices over them. 
Hence a(i, i - 1) may be computed at any time before i moves against i - 1. 
With this observation the result follows by continuing the process described 
until the natural order of 1 through n is obtained. 
Example. For u = (1,4,5,3,2) we have u(5,4) = 0, a(4,3) = 2, a(3,2) = 1, and 
so r=1.0+2.2+3.1=7.Thiscan becheckedinFig. 2. 
The process just described also allows us to associate with each permutation u 
an n -2 tuple T(U) = (u(n, n - l), u(n - 1, n -2), . . . , u(3,2)) where 0 c 
u(i, i - 1) d i - 2. This association U*T(U) is one-to-one, since a knowledge of 
u(3,2), . . . , (T( k, k - 1) determines the relative location of 1,2, . . . , k, for 3 s k s 
n. Thus the permutation u can be reconstructed from T by inductively progressing 
‘backwards’ from u(3,2) to u(n, n - 1). Indeed, this procedure has a simple 
description: once 1,2, . . . , k - 1 have been located, then k is located u(k, k - 1) 
indices beyond k - 1 in the counterclockwise (ccw) direction. 
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Example. T = (3,1,1) = (TV, 72, r3 ). Place the 1 and 2 arbitrarily. Then: 
3 is r3 = 1 switch (with 1) ccw beyond 2; 
4 is 72 = 1 switch (with 2) ccw beyond 3; 
5 is 71 = 3 switches (with 1,3,2) ccw beyond 4. 
Thus the permutation corresponding to T = (3,1,1) is (1,3,2,5,4). See Fig. 6. 
The generating function for the numbez of entries in the rows of the graph 
The association of ~(0) with CT just described provides tools sufficient to find the 
generating function for the number of entries in rows of the billiard permutation 
graph. Let N(n, r) be the number of permutations found in the rth row of the 
graph when n numbers are permuted. 
Theorem 2. (a) N(n, r) is the nZ4?dX?r Of diStblCt T = (T1, . . . ,7,-z), OS Tj C 
n - j - 1, satisfying r = x;Zf jTj* 
(b) The generating function for N(n, r) is the polynomial 
&(x)=(1+X+*. *+x”-2)(1+X2+- * *+X2n-6) 
x(1+x3+x6+* * *+X3n-‘2)S ’ * (1+x”-2). 
Proof. (a) follows from the fact that the map U-T(V) is one-to-one and 
Theorem 1. For (b) consider p,,(x) as given. Full expansion of the polynomial 
before collecting like terms would generate (n - l)! terms. A given term of the 
product is naturally identified with a n - 1 tuple T = (TV, . . . , T,_~) where 7j 
identifies the term of the jth factor used. For example when n = 5 and 
the 3 tuple (2,2,0) would correspond to x2 - x4 - 1. Note that 0,~ Tj s n -i - 1 as 
required in (a). Thus the number of T = (TV, . . . , T,-~) which generate r = COZY iTj 
subject to OCT~ 6 n - j - 1 is exactly the number of times powers of xr occur 
in the expansion of p,,(x). Thus p,(x) = CL, N(n, r)Y, where m = 
1 - (n-2)+2 * (n-3)+3(n-4)+. - .+(n--2). 1, as required in (b). 
Recursion for N(n, t) 
Recursion formulas for N(n, r) seem particularly illusive and a search of 
references in which generating functions are used, [l, 2,3], gave no help with 
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p,(x). However the following can be said: 
(a) The degree of p,(x) is 1 - (n-2)+2(n-3)+3(n-4)+- - .+(n-2). I=(;). 
Hence the number of rows in the billiard graph on permutations of (1,2, . . . , n) is 
G)+ 1. 
(b) N(n, r) = N(n, (FJ - r). Th is is readily checked from the form of p,,(x) but 
also follows from earlier observations. The number of entries in the rth row of the 
graph, 0 < r G G), is the number of ways r can be generated by the sum xy_i’ iTj by 
proper choice of T = (rr, . . . , T,,-~) with 0 6 rj s n -i - 1. But for each such r, 
there is associated a unique r’ = (T:, ri, . . . , T;-~) where T; = (n -i - 1) - rj and 
CK; jr; = (3”) - r. Hence the number of permutations in rows r and c) - r are the 
same. 
Although the N( n + 1, r) values do not seem to be simply related to the N(n, k) 
values, these quantities can be included in an array associated with n + 1 which is 
easily computed from the preceding array associated with n. To describe the 
arrays, it is convenient to introduce the notation 
Thus 
#S =cardinality of a set S, E=(1,2,. . ., n). 
by Theorem 2(a). 
Now let A c n - 2 denote the set of indices where rj takes on its maximum 
allowed value, and define 
SA(n, 4 = h, - . - , 7,-z): r= 1 jrj,O~Tj~II-j-1, rj=n-j-l 
jcn-2 
It is then clear that 
Mn, d= C MA(n, r>. 
Acn-2 
Tables l-3 show MA (n, r) and N( n, r) for n = 3,4,5, resp. 
Table 1. n = 3. 
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Table 2. n = 4. 
Table 3. n = 5. 
r M0 431 421 M12.3) M{~} M{~.3} %,2} M{1,2,3} N(5, r, 
0 1 1 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 1 1 1 3 
4 1 1 1 3 
5 2 1 1 4 
6 1 1 1 3 
7 1 1 1 3 
8 1 1 2 
9 1 1 
10 1 1 
To describe how the (n + 1)st array is generated from the nth array, consider a 
set Ben-1. Then 
n-l 
SB(Tl+l,r)= (71,...,7,_1): r= 1 jTj,O~Tj~II-j,7j=n_jiffjEB , 
j=l I 
and it should be observed that either T,__~ = 0, if n - 1 +! B, or T,,_~ = 1, if n - 1 E B. 
Thus if B’ is defined by B’=B17n-2, and TES,(n+l, r), then 
n-2 
t= c iTj+ c ~(n-$t(n-l)T,,_l= c iT;+ c i 
j=l jeB’ jEB’ jaB 
jPB’ 
where 
7; = Tj if j+! B’, 
=n-j-l if jEB’, 
forj=l,..., n-2. Writing IBI =xjaBj, we thus have 
( 
n-2 
SB(n+1, r)= (T;, . . . , T,!,-~): r-IBI= c jT;,Os+n-j-1, 
j=l 
Ti=n-j-1 if jEB’ 
= y Kdn, dBi>, 
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from which it follows 
M&%+1, r)= c M&, r--PI). 
A 
B'cAcn-2 
0) 
In particular, 
MB(n+l, r)=c kfA(n, r)=N(n, r); 
A 
(2) 
i!!f{n_l)(n+l, r)=c MA(n, r-n++)=N(n, r-n+l). 
A 
(3) 
Example. We will illustrate how the array for n = 4 can be used to easily fill in the 
following array for n + 1 = 5. From formula (2), the M8(5, r) column is a copy of 
the final column N(4, r) Formula (3) tells us the M&5, r) column is obtained by 
shifting the N(4, r) column downward by n - 1 = 3 rows. To find M& 5, r), we see 
from (1) that we add the A&(4, r - 2) and M&4, r - 2) columns, and then shift 
downward 2 rows. The remaining columns are obtained similarly by use of (l), and 
summing over rows gives the final N(5, r) column. As proved earlier, the final 
column is symmetric about its middle entry; the asymmetry of the other columns 
makes this result appear rather surprising. 
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